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Presentation Notes
So happy to be able to get you a sneak peak of our media campaignWe are in the middle of development and are doing a phased roll-out of the campaign, which Kris will talk a little bit more about later. 



Media Campaign Partners
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Presentation Notes
First a little bit about our partners Best and the brightest Public Strategies – Managing campaign BarkleyREI – online presence and social media tacticsICF – Campaign launch and traditional media implementation TRU – Research partner extraordinaire.
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• Campaign Implementation



Background

• A national campaign because:
– Hundreds of providers like you are offering marriage 

education services in communities throughout the 
country and we need a broader communications 
program to support that work. 

– We have a wealth of information about healthy 
marriages and relationships, yet little has been done 
to disseminate this information to the general public 
on a national scale.



Background

• Target 18-30 year olds because
– Have high expectations that their marriages will last a 

lifetime
– Postpone marriage
– Opt to live together—prior to marriage or instead of 

marriage
– High percentage of first marriages fail; provide 

guidance BEFORE and during marriage



Campaign Objectives

• To launch a national conversation about 
marriage among 18-30 year-olds 

• Increase confidence that marriage is a 
viable option 

• Provide the tools and skills to help people 
reach their relationship goals through 
TwoOfUs.org



Learning about 20-somethings: 
How? 

3 Guide the development of strategic 
messages

2 Identify and profile segment(s) within the 
target audience

1 Understand attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors 
toward marriage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We set out to learn all we could We know many of you are probably experts at providing marriage education to young adults, but very little is known about their attitudesFortunate to have the resources to conduct this national research so we don’t just have to rely on demographics and relationship stagesWe needed to get the best in the country Competative bid -TRU – leader in Tween, teens and twentysomethings – Marketing research for big co’s like Nike, etc. We wanted to go across the country and talk to our audience – so we conducted focus groups in four major markets to represent geographic diversityPhase 2 – used what we learned to build a survey to send out online nationwidePhase 3 – the survey helped us develop messages to test and then we went back out and conducted focus groups to make sure we heard correctly



Learning about 20-somethings

Phase 1: 
Qualitative 
Exploration

Understand attitudes, beliefs, and 
behaviors toward marriage

Boston
Chicago

Los Angeles
Knoxville

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14 groups in 4 marketsBroken up by age and relationship status



Learning about 20-Somethings 

• Phase One Informed development of survey 
development

• Identified themes to ask about, such as:
– Work and Reward:

• Tapping into the reality of what it takes to make marriage 
work; resonated across segments and cited by many as 
arguments to stay married 

– Emotional Benefits to Marriage
• Both married and unmarried respondents were compelled by 

these emotional benefits; seemed to capture the deep-
seeded desire for partnership: 



Learning about 20-somethings

Phase 2:

Quantitative 
Segmentation 

Identify and profile segment(s) 
within the target audience

Conducted 20- minute, online, national survey 
based on qualitative findings

3,602 18-30 year-olds
Balanced across age and gender
Quotas for ethnic representation (16% Hispanic, 19% 

African American)
Reliability rate of +/- 1.63% nationally, and 

statistically valid sub-samples for African Americans 
and Hispanics (4%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online – the way to conduct nationally representative survey3,602 completes, not just participantsSuch a large sample – can be held as nationally representative- meaning our findings hold true for all 18-30 year-olds. 



Learning about 20-somethings

• Phase 2 findings: 
– Information about the whole group, such as:

• 82% of young adults claim they will be married for 
life

• 87% of young adults believe love is the number 
one reason to get married 

– Population broken down by attitudes
• Now we don’t have to rely on only demographics 

or relationship stages to target our audience 



The five young adult segments: 
“Marriage is….”

19%

14%

22%

22%

23%

“…something I’m
not ready for”

“…the centerpiece
of my life’s plan”

“…a partnership”

“…a love
story”

“…an unnecessary risk”

22%

“…something I’m“…something I’m



Campaign Preliminary Messages

“Marriage is an unnecessary risk”

“Marriage something I’m not ready for”

“Marriage is a love story”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on these groups because they make up a significant portion of the young adult population and because they most likely haven’t been targeted before by other marriage messagingFelt like there was work to be done with these three groups. Romantics are very passive and focused on the fairy tale.  Not Yet Set aspire to marriage WAY in the future but don’t see any reason to give up their current lifestyle of fun and flings.  The I Don’ts have been hurt and may have closed down marriage as an option for their lives. 



Learning about 20-somethings

Phase 3: 
Qualitative 

Message 
Testing

Test potential media messages with 
target segments

Sacramento
Lexington

Boston
Chicago

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We went back out to test messaging concepts and to see if we heard correctly from our other research efforts We tested message concepts with men and women of these different groups – Romantics, Not Yet Set and I Don’ts Fortunate to be able to conduct this research – without it we, who are True Believers, would probably be, understandably, making up media concepts that appeal to True Beleivers. 



Learning about 20-somethings 

• Phase 3 findings 
– Marriage is aspirational, but not usually top-

of-mind
– Marriage is in the future after certain 

milestones are met
– “Marriage” requires a fresh vocabulary
– Serious subject, but can inject humor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figured out which tag lines, which body copy and what images resonated with each group.Also some great overall insights which helped verify what we’ve heard and helped shape our overall implementation, for example: Marriage needs a new vocabulary and that marriage is a serious subject, but you can inject humor. 



Learning about 20-somethings: 
What else do we know? 

• Like fun, technology, and spending time with 
friends

• Are more habitual consumers
• Are even more connected
• Use their PCs as media centers
• Treat their phones as a communications tool
• Prefer Portable Devices
• Are Social Computing aficionados



Campaign Implementation 

• Not your mother’s media campaign
– Emphasis on New Media Tactics 
– Traditional media will supplement new media
– A online-based call to action: go to 

TwoOfUs.org 
• Develop TwoOfUs.org as a national consumer-

focused site for relationship and marriage 
information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you think of media campaign, you think of TV, maybe radioThis is not your mother’s media campaign – we will heed what we know and have a heavy emphasis on online media tacticsIncluding an online call to action to go to TwoOfUs.org We envision TwoOfUs.org as becoming the first place one goes for help and information about relationships and marriage.  And so we needed to go out and get the best and the brigtest to help us build such a tool: BarkleyREI- tons of work for the Ad Council and other groups with social efforts. And with that I will pass it to my colleague Holly Maust who will tell you about TwoOfUs.org and our new media tactics. 



New Media Strategy

Holly Maust, BarkleyREI
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So happy to be able to get you a sneak peak of our media campaignWe are in the middle of development and are doing a phased roll-out of the campaign, which Kris will talk a little bit more about later. 



What is important to the 20-
somethings?

I want to be a part of a community.
Me
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When you think of media campaign, you think of TV, maybe radioThis is not your mother’s media campaign – we will heed what we know and have a heavy emphasis on online media tacticsIncluding an online call to action to go to TwoOfUs.org We envision TwoOfUs.org as becoming the first place one goes for help and information about relationships and marriage.  And so we needed to go out and get the best and the brigtest to help us build such a tool: BarkleyREI- tons of work for the Ad Council and other groups with social efforts. And with that I will pass it to my colleague Holly Maust who will tell you about TwoOfUs.org and our new media tactics. 



What does this mean for the online 
space?

• It’s All About Me + I want to be part of a 
community = Social Media (Let me tell you 
about what I’m doing and we can be friends)

• It Also Equals
– I want to consume media on my own terms when I 

want it and where I want it 
– This is why you are seeing this target audience use 

Tivo, iPod, Satellite Radio, iPhone, Mobile 
Applications, TV Shows online, YouTube, iTunes, 
Gaming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you think of media campaign, you think of TV, maybe radioThis is not your mother’s media campaign – we will heed what we know and have a heavy emphasis on online media tacticsIncluding an online call to action to go to TwoOfUs.org We envision TwoOfUs.org as becoming the first place one goes for help and information about relationships and marriage.  And so we needed to go out and get the best and the brigtest to help us build such a tool: BarkleyREI- tons of work for the Ad Council and other groups with social efforts. And with that I will pass it to my colleague Holly Maust who will tell you about TwoOfUs.org and our new media tactics. 



How Do We Interact With This 
Audience?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you think of media campaign, you think of TV, maybe radioThis is not your mother’s media campaign – we will heed what we know and have a heavy emphasis on online media tacticsIncluding an online call to action to go to TwoOfUs.org We envision TwoOfUs.org as becoming the first place one goes for help and information about relationships and marriage.  And so we needed to go out and get the best and the brigtest to help us build such a tool: BarkleyREI- tons of work for the Ad Council and other groups with social efforts. And with that I will pass it to my colleague Holly Maust who will tell you about TwoOfUs.org and our new media tactics. 



TwoOfUs.org

• To be the “first stop shop” in providing 
information, resources, and training on healthy 
marriage to individuals and couples through the 
web.

• Built by relationship stage
• Website that speaks to the target audience
• Has a sense of COMMUNITY
• Great content



TwoOfUs.org Home Page



TwoOfUs.org Dating Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfUs.org Exclusive Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfUs.org Engaged Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfUs.org Married Section
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Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfUs.org Parents Section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfUs.org Community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community allows users to interact with one another, offer support, read and react to a variety of issues



TwoOfus.Org Newsletter



Online Media

• Online media with be layered with 
traditional media plan to maximize efforts

• Banner ads will be run on sites that 
resonate with the target audience from the 
Marriage Segmentation Study



Social Media



Facebook & Myspace

• A social networking services that lets you 
connect with friends, co-workers, and others 
who share similar interests or who have 
common backgrounds. 

• Many use it as a way to stay in touch after 
finishing school, or as a way to share their life 
publicly. 



MySpace 
Page



MySpace 
Page



Facebook 
Fan Page



Facebook 
Fan Page



YouTube

• Video Sharing Site where users can upload, 
view and share video clips. 
– Embed your YouTube videos on your 

myspace/facebook pages etc…
– Create & join groups



YouTube
Channel
Live



Twitter

• Twitter is a service for friends, family, and co–
workers to communicate and stay connected 
through the exchange of quick, frequent 
answers to one simple question: What are you 
doing?

• Micro-blogging with 140 characters
• Fastest growing social network



Twitter 
Page
Live



Social Media Engagement Plan

• We’re using collaborative tools on the social media spaces 
to keep it seamless, manageable and fresh

• Circle back all social networking sites to each other as well 
as Twoofus.org for maximum exposure and opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example in terms of using the editorial calendar would be Fall in PAWe’re blogging around themes with Fall Flickr has picturesTwitter about fall eventsFacebook could showcase these 



We’re Listening to the 
Conversation

• Ability to target consumer set 
• Help refine both engagement and outreach 

approach
• Identify strategies that you can employ to 

influence the conversations
• Find the “influencers” within the social media 

spaces
• Understand the rules of engagement 

– Where are people having the conversations and 
what are they talking about



Where Are We Listening

• Communities
• Blogs 
• Message boards and forums 
• Social networks 
• Video and photo sharing sites
• Podcasts
• Social bookmarking sites



Social Media Outreach Plan

• Family Social Networks
• Relationship 

Networks/Sites/Blogs/Forums: 
• Relationship/Marriage Bloggers
• Yahoo Answers & Wiki Answers 
• Wikipedia Pages like Relationship 

Education



What Can You Do?

• Become engaged in the community section on 
twoofus.org

• Send content to us if you think it would be a 
good fit for twoofus.org

• Utilize the online banners that will be provided 
to you in your toolkit

• Have your constituents friend/fan/follow us on 
our social media touch points

• If you’re already in the social media space then 
let’s leverage our communities together



Traditional Media Strategy

Kris Tremaine, SVP
Strategic Communications, ICF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So happy to be able to get you a sneak peak of our media campaignWe are in the middle of development and are doing a phased roll-out of the campaign, which Kris will talk a little bit more about later. 



Campaign Strategy
• Target new attitudinal segments: 

Romantics
I Don’ts 
Not Yet Sets

• Reach young people in multiple media: print, 
radio, transit, and Web

• Media outreach
USA Today exclusive (2/18/09)
News release nationally disseminated (2/19/09)
Radio tour (3/10/09)

• Call to action—TwoOfUs.org—consistent 
across all media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically, most media campaigns have targeted “True Believers”—those who plan to get married in the near term and stay married for life. We chose to focus on these three groups who may be open to hearing about marriage and, yet, are not currently being approached about the subject.As our research uncovered, marriage is something that the vast majority—82%-- of young adults aspire to do, so we wanted to provide realistic snapshots, sometimes with a bit of humor, to encourage those in the other attitudinal subgroups to consider marriage as a viable option for themselves.I want to underscore that we TESTED AD CONCEPTS with the target audiences to gauge: Reaction to each idea/concept as a wholeHeadline evaluationTheme line evaluationCopy/visual reactionsMEDIA OUTREACH has already begun. Of course, we cannot control the media or things they choose to emphasize ($5 million); however, we can continue to work to get our message out (via national dissemination of news release that followed the next day) and soon to be nationally disseminated PSAs—print and radio.Web banner ads and a viral video is in the works.RADIO TOUR will feature several of our experts: Professor Paul Amato, TRU Research Executive Peter Picard (?), and our own Project Director Mary Myrick



Print PSAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winning concepts/copy underscored in this ad:ROMANTIC WITH A TWIST: He may not always be charming. But he’s always your prince.Emphasizes movement from big day—WEDDING—to everyday ups and downs, including SNORINGTwo versions, definitely speaks to women, and African American women are a larger percentage of romantic group



Print PSAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winning concepts/copy:Friend me forever. (Context important) Definitely touches on the social media/Facebook generation; important to show in wedding attire to underscore marriage partner as best friendAlso underscores journey of a lifetime, so wedding is first day/beginning 



Print PSAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winning concepts/copy:Friends with benefits. (Context important) Wedding attire to show the play on this phrase (changes meaning)It’s what happens when you realize your best friend, lover, and soul mate are the same person.In this and previous concept, underscore “friend”/lifelong partner



Print PSAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winning concepts/copy:HumorUnderscores choice, designed to appeal to I Don’ts and Not Yet SetA lover, a partner, a confidant, and a second sane person at the dinner table.



Print PSAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Winning concepts/copy:Like Rome, a marriage isn’t built in a day. It takes work.Again, quickly capturing attention with a twist on a visual—street clothes on top of wedding cake AND moving from BIG DAY (wedding) to life-long relationship



Transit Ads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transit by it’s very nature requires simplicity. We chose to go with the sexy headline and underscore marriage with wedding bands in the visual.



Web Banner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advertising 101 is repetition. The more someone sees an ad, the more likely they are to first RECALL and then ACT.For the medium, we pared down our print ads to the essential message of each concept.Again, our CALL TO ACTION is go to Two Of Us.org



Radio PSAs

• Prince Charming (:30 & :60)
• Journey (:30)
• Family (:60)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these ads were designed to speak to different attitudinal subgroups.Prince Charming: Complements the print ads. Appeals to Not Yet Set (ups and downs/positives and negatives of marriage) and Romantics (Prince Charming, w/ an updated twist especially resonates w/ a lot of women). Bottom line: benefits far outweigh any negatives in this lifelong commitment.Journey: Reinforces that marriage is not just a one-day event/wedding, but a lifetime journey. It supports beliefs of True Believers and Realists, while possibly demonstrating to the Not Yet Set and I Don’ts “partnership” and “fun”Family: Reminds Romantics and I Don’ts that your partner may not be perfect, but is your choice, which is empowering



Media Toolkit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still in design, but we’re assembling a kit which we will have available at the March roundtables.



Media Toolkit Components
• Campaign overview
• Research overview
• News release
• Speaker bios
• Copies of all PSAs/Ads (print, radio, transit, and 

Web)
• Disk with electronic files



Become a Campaign Partner

• Disseminate PSAs
• Localize the story

News release
USA Today article
Possible interviews

• Install a link to TwoOfUs.org on your home page
• Help track media coverage 
• Share the viral video (coming soon) with your 

friends!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe that this Campaign will create a national dialogue about marriage and support your efforts to provide marriage education through workshops and other venues.We’ll share info with you, you share with us



Become a Campaign Partner

• Contact Ellen Holman 
ellen.holman@publicstrategies.com or visit 
www.healthymarriageinfo.org to request a kit

mailto:ellen.holman@publicstrategies.com
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